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Conflicting Rights
A federal appeals court has ordered Southern Illinois University to recognize a Christian group — regardless
of the fact that the group’s procedures may violate other anti-bias rules at the campus.
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The ruling granted an injunction that restored the recognition for the campus chapter of the Christian Legal
Society at the university’s Carbondale campus. The order by a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Seventh Circuit was not a final decision on the case. But the ruling — and a strongly worded dissent
— provide a good indication of the thinking of the appeals court on the debate over religious groups at public
colleges.

The Christian Legal Society is a national organization of lawyers and law students. According to court
records, it bars gay people from being members of its group out of the belief that sexual activity between
people of the same sex violates Christian beliefs. Officials at Southern Illinois said that the legal society’s
rules violated university, state and federal equal opportunity regulations. But the appeals court, in granting
the injunction, said that the group’s First Amendment rights were at risk and that the evidence suggested that
the university could not justify the denial of recognition.

The order granting the injunction criticized the university for not specifying which anti-bias laws the 
Christian Legal Society was violating. But even assuming that there are rules barring discrimination against 
gay people, the appeals court suggested that they may be powerless. The ruling cited the 2000 decision by the
U.S. Supreme Court upholding the right of the Boy Scouts to bar gay scoutmasters, and said that this ruling 
gave the legal society the First Amendment right to discriminate.

In a dissent, however, Judge Diane P. Wood said that the order incorrectly applied the Boy Scouts ruling. In
that case, she noted, the Boy Scouts were facing pressure to have a gay troop leader. In this case, Southern
Illinois was only denying the Christian Legal Society official recognition; it was not seeking to change its
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membership policies. “No one is asking [the legal group] to accept a single homosexual member,” she wrote,
adding that the group “is free to follow the commands of its own creed.”

Judge Wood also said that the difference between recognized and non-recognized groups was not so great 
that First Amendment issues were raised. She noted that the Christian group could continue to meet on 
campus, and that the only limits would be on access to some bulletin boards and that the group would have to
pay if it wanted to rent an auditorium.

The majority ruling, however, said that a 1972 ruling by the Supreme Court severely limited the ability of a
public college to bar student groups. That ruling — in a case involving recognition of Students for a
Democratic Society — said that only a threat to public order could justify barring a student group from equal
treatment on campus.

Southern Illinois officials did not respond to requests for comment.

A statement from the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education, which backed the Christian group,
praised the court for granting the injunction. “When the university prohibits religious organizations from
engaging in so-called religious discrimination, it goes far beyond the requirements of existing law to impose
its own mission and policies on faith-based groups,” the statement said.

— Scott Jaschik

Comments

Questions

(1) Does CLS actually bar gays from membership, period? I did a search of their web site and found no such
requirement. There is only a Biblical statement of faith, which lists “the Bible as the inspired word of God”
as one its points — which would presumably mean the belief that homosexual relationships are sinful, but
which is not the same thing as barring gay people from being members of the society. Is it possible to provide
a link to those court records the article mentions so we can see for ourselves?

(2) Wasn’t this whole debate basically decided via a similar dispute between Rutgers University and the
Rutgers InterVarsity Multi-Ethnic Christian Fellowship in 2003?
(http://www.intervarsity.org/news/news.php?item_id=529)

(3) Do we, or does the author of the article, have a figure on how many other organizations on SIU’s campus
have “discriminatory” membership practices and yet have not been similarly handled by the university? For
example, other religious organizations which bar people from other faiths, mens’/womens’ groups which bar
members of the opposite sex, etc.?

Robert, at 7:34 am EDT on August 29, 2005

The Dangers of the 7th Circuit Decision

To answer Robert’s questions above:(1) SIU CLS bans anyone who engages in homosexual conduct or who
thinks homosexual conduct is not sinful. So technically, a self-hating celibate gay student might be permitted.
It’s sort of like saying, we welcome all Muslims, as long as they’re willing to spit on the Koran.(2) The
Rutgers decision was a settlement, not a legal ruling. This would be the first at the court of appeals level, and
it is now certain that SIU will lose. SIU might settle (or give up), unless they want to appeal the case.(3) To
my knowledge, SIU does not permit any student groups to have constitutional rules banning certain types of
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students. It is permissable to have certain housing-based groups that are gender-segregated (fraternities and
sororities), but that is the only exception.

David French, head of FIRE, celebrates the decision here: http://thefire.org/index.php/article/6222.htmlIn
reality, the proper injunction by the court would have been to require SIU to recognize the group, but require 
the group to admit all students. By its injunction (and its complete indifference to the rights of students to 
join a student group at a public college), the 7th Circuit makes yet another attack on the individual rights of 
college students (see Hosty v. Carter, www.collegefreedom.org).

John K. Wilson, Illinois State University, at 9:55 am EDT on August 29, 2005

Free Speech

I agree with the court this time; the university cannot simply ban groups that are selective in their 
membership in a manner the school does not approve of.

Many groups exclude those who do not share the opinions of the group; the NAACP would no more admit a 
white racist than the fundamentalist Christians would an active homosexual.

While I do not agree with most anything this group stands for, it should not be banned from the campus for 
not behaving like most student organizations.

They have the right to free speech and free association, just like all other citizens. If the University is to be 
the bastion of free speech it has oft-claimed to be, it should respect the expression of these groups as well as 
those with whom its administration agrees.

Kevin, Undergraduate, at 10:39 am EDT on August 29, 2005

No absolutes

Freedom of speech & association have never been absolute. The state (here the university) must also ensure 
equal protection of the laws, eg. Further, it cannot act as an agent to establish any religious principles (and 
case law on the Establishment Clause surely demonstrate how complex THAT boundary is).

If the group was private and sought neither recognition nor support from the university, its discriminatory 
practices would likely be permissible. However, in seeking recognition, they ask the University to support 
and permit its discriminatory practices.

In any case, recognition is the crux of the issue, as it was decades ago — the courts at that time precluded
universities from denying recognition to politically radical groups, eg, so long as they agreed to abide by
university policy. A non-discrimination policy is not a new concept at a public university — it has roots a
half century old. It is not a pretext for precluding neo-discriminators. It’s integral to the state’s duties under
the civil war amendments.

IF this university uniformly requires such a commitment from all student organizations, the exception made 
judicially for this group makes little sense. I hope the 7th Circuit hears the case en banc, and if the ruling is 
upheld, the Supreme Court offers additional guidance in this matter.

The courts have had to deal with this issue in relation to race (eg, the Bob Jone Univ. tax emeption case). If a
group argued its religious beliefs required they deny membership to any non-caucasian, would the court
require recognition? If not, how is that case distinguishable? The direct conflict with the 14th Amendment?
Perhaps. But the issues here are remarkably complex and intertwined. I hope folks don’t try to strip away the
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complexity — the 2-1 split and the sharp dissent from the 1st bench is indicative that this may be a fault line
case.

Mike Sacken, prof of educ at tcu, at 11:44 am EDT on August 29, 2005

this is only a preliminary injunction

This was not a decision on the merits. This preliminary injunction only maintains the status quo pending the 
outcome of proceedings on the merits.

The Bob Jones case did not involve whether a school was compelled to recognize others, but rather a school
that receives a tax exemption can argue that its beliefs require a prohibition against interractial dating. The
court found that “The governmental interest at stake here is compelling. *** the Government has a
fundamental, overriding interest in eradicating racial discrimination in education- discrimination that
prevailed, with official approval, for the first 165 years of this Nation’s constitutional history. That
governmental interest substantially outweighs whatever burden denial of tax benefits places on petitioners’
exercise of their religious beliefs.” In this regard, BJ University doesn’t really raise 14th amendment issues.

The court also addressed the issue of whether the policy was, in fact, racially discriminatory (of course, under
Loving) and whether the IRS properly exercised its power, or whether Congress hat to specifically exclude 
these schools from 26 USC Sec. 501©.

Larry, at 12:10 pm EDT on August 29, 2005

Backlash, I imagine, is a more oppressive burden for any minority group, such as gays, than the actual denial
of membership in some organization or group—such as the military—. In other words, in an effort to iron
things out and make way for supposedly kind treatment of gays, we could pass laws that create far more
hatred of and trouble for gay people than they would have experienced if that special requirement (such as
that they be allowed in the military) had not been put in place and enforced. Maybe it HAS to be that way but
I wonder. For example, I heard something to the effect that in some part of California all special education
students had been exempted from some standardized test for graduation. Now won’t everybody assume—or
at least wonder—whether their graduation diploma has meaning? Do any African-Americans feel
uncomfortable about set asides or other affirmative actions taken on their behalf because they feel that after
such actions their credibility is reduced? And if so do they rail against those actions—or is the pressure so
great to keep quiet about it that they say nothing. Are there studies on this sort of thing? Especially, in the
case of the SIU thing, as regards gays? Do anti-discrimination rules reduce or increase mistreatment of gays?

Vincent, at 5:06 am EDT on September 3, 2005

Got something to say? 
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